Evolutionary Emotional Intelligence for Social Workers: Status and the Psychology of Group Violence

By: Boyd Patterson Jr.¹

January 7, 2015: Islamic terrorists kill 12 magazine employees in Paris, France. Motive: retaliation for the magazine publishing cartoons perceived as insulting to the Prophet Mohammed’s revered status.²

December 25, 2011: Nine American youths are shot on Christmas Eve in Chattanooga, Tennessee during a single, random encounter. Motive: retaliation between warring gangs competing for perceived street status.³

May 28, 1993: Four neo-Nazi skinheads in Solingen, Germany set fire to the house of a large Turkish family, killing five women and injuring several others. Motive: retaliation against the increasing flow of immigrants into Germany, coupled with the common Nazi/skinhead beliefs in their superior racial status.⁴

The significance of status

Between nations and across cultures, threats to the social status of an individual or group motivate retaliatory violence. History provides countless examples of such violence, committed at all levels of society. Whether orchestrated by individuals or governments, the perpetrators almost invariably justify the violence as a necessary response to an existential threat. “Cultures of honor” such as the Southeastern United States condone the use of

¹ M.A., J.D.; Youth Violence Prosecutor Hamilton County District Attorney’s Office and former Gang Task Force Coordinator Hamilton County District Attorney’s Office/City of Chattanooga; United States of America
violence to protect one’s reputation⁵ and, unsurprisingly, this region of America has consistently produced the highest levels of per capita violence in the entire country.⁶ Additionally, religious texts warn of the destructive power of “pride,” placing it with envy, greed, wrath, lust, gluttony and sloth as one of the Seven Deadly Sins.⁷ Our personal experiences with road rage, school bullies and office politics all provide a regular stream of anecdotal evidence of the inexplicably powerful emotions driving those whose status has been threatened.

As a former mental health counselor, criminal prosecutor and gang task force coordinator in the Southeastern United States, this author has personally observed numerous examples of pride’s destructive influence. Deadly bar fights, domestic violence and street gang conflicts frequently ensue from seemingly trivial offenses to one’s status. In American cities, simply spray painting over a rival gang’s graffiti can lead to retaliation murder.⁸ In fact, gang retaliation plays out so consistently that when a gang entrenched neighborhood gets shot up, the police can usually predict which neighborhood they will respond to for the next shooting.

 Teens who commit mass school shootings⁹ (as well as those who commit suicide¹⁰) often have histories of being bullied. Jihadi suicide bombers who leave testaments behind commonly frame their homicidal acts as, not just attempts to obtain religious honor, but also as responses to political grievances.¹¹ Generating popular support for large-scale wars
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⁸ Welborn, L. (2010, September 10) Teens get Life in Prison in Retaliation Murder. *Orange County Register*
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typically involves painting opponent nations as either victimizing innocent populations or having the strong likelihood to do so. Clearly, the urge to violently retaliate arises as a common reaction to the perception of being victimized and/or humiliated.

Yet, violence does not operate solely as an adaptive response to perceived threats. Violence and the capacity to inflict violence can also bring increases to status. Contrary to the myth of the socially awkward bully, teen bullies enjoy relatively high social status. The most violent gang members naturally rise to positions of influence in the gang. Jihadis who die fighting believe that they will inherit the greatest places of honor in the afterlife. Citizens of countries with powerful armed forces connect their national pride with their nation’s military might. The overall takeaway: violence is a currency capable of obtaining valuable social status. Accordingly, those of us working to reduce violence in our communities must overcome a general aspect of human nature, namely, the acquiring and defending of “status.”

Of course, status constitutes one of many factors that motivate extremists. Desire for political change, religious rewards and financial gain also inspire extremist behavior. The ranks of gang members, Jihadis and Nazis alike all include some members who sacrificed high status in mainstream society for some reward provided by the extremist narrative. The status drive tends to motivate younger recruits who have not yet made a name for
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themselves, accumulated material resources or started a family. Older extremists who sacrificed a relatively high social status for joining their extremist organizations presumably place greater value upon one of the many non-status related benefits. Accordingly, the modern model for combating violent groups utilizes a wide variety of social services, including counseling, education, job training and community building. However, that model has consistently excluded one key component: biology.

Understanding the biology of status and violence will not replace any of the existing prevention, intervention, suppression and reentry strategies (including faith-based programs) that have proven themselves effective in your practice. Ultimately, we simply do whatever works for the client sitting on the other side of the desk. Yet science provides a relatively solid, evidence-based perspective through which to view the causative factors of violence. Understanding any aspect of the “why” behind destructive behavior will help explain “why” some strategies work better than others. While this basic science will not replace anyone’s existing practice model, it can certainly add a helpful dimension. Just as you do not need a degree in mechanical engineering to drive your car, you do not need a degree in molecular genetics to recognize how the evolved drive for status commonly operates in young members of extremist groups, from gangsters in Chicago to Jihadis in Madrid. We begin with the most fundamental aspect of the biology of violence: the biology of emotion.
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Emotion and evolution

Our inner drives that result in outward behaviors make emotion a key issue of inquiry in both criminal law and psychology. By definition, emotion moves us to act.\textsuperscript{20} Motive constitutes the legal concept of what inspires criminal behavior,\textsuperscript{21} including crimes of violence. Understanding the biological mechanisms driving violent behavior requires us to take an evolutionary perspective when examining emotion. Scientists often look through the lens of a microscope or telescope to view phenomena outside the ordinary range of vision. Observing human behavior through the following LENS will help bring the biological mechanisms driving violence more clearly into your focus.

\textbf{L}ife
\textbf{E}volved through
\textbf{N}atural
\textbf{S}election.

This biological fact has been established time and time again, through multiple scientific examinations, in multiple scientific fields. Just as this LENS has long provided a stable view of the dynamics operating in biochemistry, molecular biology, epidemiology, genetics, comparative anatomy, paleontology, biogeography and other scientific fields, this LENS will likewise provide you with an additional framework to understand the biological source of emotion, thus expanding the professional range of your emotional intelligence.\textsuperscript{22}

\textsuperscript{21} Motive (2015). Defined as the inducement, reason or willful desire and purpose behind the commission of an offense. Retrieved March 9, 2015 at http://thelawdictionary.org/motive/
Applying our LENS to emotional intelligence gives us *evolutionary emotional intelligence*,\(^23\) which views emotion as evolved instinct. Connecting this scientific terminology with the day-in-day-out practice of deradicalization may seem daunting in the beginning. For our purposes, the terminology will remain basic, for even a basic understanding will allow you to more easily recognize the bio-emotional dynamics as they influence your clients. In practical applications, this awareness will help you recognize and redirect the biological drives that inspire violence, hopefully preventing it from occurring in the first place.

**Basic concepts**

From the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies that occurred in the 1990s,\(^24\) we now have visible proof of the changes that sweep through the human brain during adolescence.\(^25\) The last brain area to mature, the prefrontal cortex, sits just behind our foreheads and governs executive functioning.\(^26\) As a result of this late development, the neural mechanisms that allow us to weigh the consequences of risky behavior remain immature until our early to mid-20s.\(^27\) Of course the cascade of testosterone and estrogen floods the body between the ages of 9 and 14.\(^28\) Accordingly, the anecdotal observation that
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\(^23\) Note: Evolutionary Emotional Intelligence (EEI) represents the author’s integration of evolutionary psychology and emotional intelligence. EEI involves the same four dimensions of emotion as EI: self-awareness, self-management, social awareness and social management. Integrating those four dimensions into evolutionary psychology creates a working model for applied settings. EEI also adds a depth analysis of three interconnected strata of motivation that direct and shape human behavior, extending from (1) one’s learned/cultural framework of motivation, which rests upon and flows from (2) the instinctual level of motivation (shared by all members of our species or of the same sex within our species), which rests upon and flows from (3) the fundamental drive for genetic survival (shared across multiple species).


\(^26\) Id, Yurgerun-Todd (2006)


adolescents act more on emotion than reason enjoys scientific support and, thus, illuminates an aspect of our common biological narrative.

Another phenomenon that commonly occurs between nations, across cultures and throughout time: criminal activity typically increases rapidly at the beginning of puberty, peaks in the mid-to-late teen years and then gradually tapers off. This global observation corresponds perfectly with what the fMRI brain images have confirmed, specifically that all adolescents generally make poor decisions during the initial phase of puberty, while experiencing a growing ability to understand and appreciate the consequences of risky/criminal behavior as the prefrontal cortex matures.

A third biological observation regards the correlation between gender and crime. Across the world, far more crime (and an even higher percentage of violent crime) consistently gets committed by males. Related studies show that the young males who commit crimes and engage in risky behavior acquire increased status among their peers and, no surprise, increased mating opportunities. Beyond human behavior, high-status correlates to increased mating opportunities across other primate species as well. Although your adolescent male clients do not consciously join extremist groups for “increased mating opportunities” (probably not, anyway!), they will sign up in a heartbeat for increased status opportunities.

31 Id, Duntly (2009)
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Unsurprisingly, American street gangs, Middle Eastern Jihadis and European Nazis have all discovered that adolescent boys make willing recruits. The gang narrative of fast money, accessible women and street respect sells well both in and out of the inner city. The Jihadi narrative brings the highest eternal honors and rewards, including houris (virgin companions), to every faithful servant. The Nazi narrative promises national prosperity through maintaining racial solidarity and purity. Regardless of your young client’s belief in any of the above promises, all such narratives definitely deliver 1) immediate belonging to a group and 2) opportunities to acquire status within that group. Unfortunately for the rest of us, all of the above narratives confer high status for acts of violence. However, beneath all of these narratives operates the same biologically-based narrative. This single narrative holds none of the allure promised by the above recruiters. Even so, it draws strength from a source that trumps even the most compelling extremist narrative: scientific evidence. As a social service provider, you do not have to convince your clients of the common biological narrative. You just have to utilize it. Let us now examine the biological equivalent of emotion: instinct.

Basic instinct

Instinct is defined as an inherited tendency of an organism to behave in a certain way, usually in reaction to its environment and for the purpose of fulfilling a specific need. Instinctive behavior develops in the same way for all individuals of a species or of the same sex of a species. Five aspects of this definition hold particular significance for social workers.


(1) Instinct is inherited, meaning it has a genetic basis. Wolves naturally hunt in packs. Birds naturally build nests and fly south for the winter. Spiders do not need training to build intricate webs. Like the instincts of all other species, the emotional tendencies that motivate human behaviors come naturally prepackaged in our brains. If your clients grew up in different circumstances, they would seek status in different ways. However, the inherited, instinctive drive for status would motivate them in some way.

(2) Instinct is a tendency. As powerful as your clients’ emotional impulses may seem at times, they are just tendencies that one can resist and redirect. In the case of status-seeking emotions, even your neediest clients can temporarily resist expressions of violence. At some point though, your younger clients will pursue whatever opportunities appear before them, violent or non-violent, to acquire status within a group.

(3) Instinct is a reaction to the environment. Cues in the environment trigger all instinctual urges. Extremist narratives create compelling visions designed to activate status-seeking urges. Lavish glorification of members who commit acts of violence on behalf of the group motivates young members to commit similar acts. As you well know, adolescents who have suffered some form of status blow (acute or long-term) or who otherwise perceive themselves as victims make particularly eager recruits.

(4) Instinct is purposeful. A feeling represents a strategy, designed over deep evolutionary time, to move us toward something important or away from something dangerous. In modern times, the emotions may push your clients in directions obviously detrimental to their long-term interests. Recognizing that emotions evolved for a specific purpose in the
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ancestral environment\textsuperscript{38} can help you find pro-social directions for their expression, including the emotions related to status seeking.

(5) The same instincts exist in all individuals of a species or the same sex of a species. There is no room for racism here. Black, White, Hispanic, Asian; we all have the same destructive instincts and the violent extremist groups within our race to prove it. The only clear instinctual differences exist between males and females of a species. Across most species, males typically employ mating strategies that involve impressing females by competing, often violently, with other males for status and resources.\textsuperscript{39} As your clients most likely to commit violent acts will tend to be young, unmarried, unemployed males,\textsuperscript{40} keep in mind the incredible power of that status drive operating within them.

The shared biological narrative

This next section delves perhaps deeper into biology than you may believe necessary to serve your clients. Some social service providers may struggle to see how the biological definition of “fitness” and the process of how genetic material passes from generation to generation will help them convince an 18-year old neo-Nazi to stop attacking foreigners. However, reducing violence holds enough importance for us to gather every scrap of information about its root causes. The last two decades have produced an amazing amount of information about the biological aspects of behavior.\textsuperscript{41} We must now arm those on the front lines of violence reduction with that information. As stated earlier, this knowledge will at the very least add to your professional understanding of violence’s causal factors and may lead to new programs that more effectively address them. Also, extremism divides people

\textsuperscript{40} Id, Sela-Shayovitz (2007)
\textsuperscript{41} National Juvenile Justice Network (2010). Using Adolescent Brain Research to Inform Policy. NJJN Fact Sheet, September 2010
into “in groups” and “out groups.” For that reason alone, social service providers need to recognize that the fervent emotions motivating “in group” members constitute the very same biological mechanisms motivating “out group” members. While the young extremists you assist would not embrace this shared biological narrative, the scientific evidence can still facilitate your professional objective to help them. Consider the following basic, scientifically indisputable facts, which will provide enough foundational information for anyone, regardless of scientific background, to better recognize the biological causes of violence.

1) We are biological entities.
2) The fittest genes survive.
3) Instinct is genetic.
4) Status seeking is an evolved instinct.

Fact 1: We are biological entities

Other than meeting clients’ basic needs of food and shelter, the fact that we are all biological creatures rarely gets discussed in the context of social service provision. Yet at our most fundamental levels, we literally exist in various forms of biological material. Blood, bone, muscle and every other aspect of our physical structures and mechanisms consists of biological tissue. These tissues cooperate at every level to sustain the greater entity. Cells cooperate to form organs. Organs cooperate as organ systems. Organ systems cooperate to form entire individuals. In their purest expressions, the components of these wonderful cooperative mechanisms each have a genotype, which is the specific genetic code from which every such component will grow.42

Our most fundamental biological level also generates our innate drive to survive. We naturally experience intense fear, designed to keep us alive, when faced with life-or-death situations. In such moments, our sympathetic nervous systems release adrenaline and cortisol, allowing us to withstand pain and giving us the energy to survive by fighting or fleeing. These automatic biochemical processes occur regardless of our conscious wishes. More accurately, our drive to survive actually functions for the survival of our genetic material which, along with ourselves, includes our children and family members.

This most basic biological drive, along with our other physiological systems, operates naturally and automatically, outside of our conscious awareness. Accordingly, from our core-level motivation for genetic survival to our individual biochemical components, we are biological entities.

Fact 2: The fittest genes survive

Today, we possess the genotypes that emerged as the most fit for surviving the brutal conditions of the ancestral environment. These genotypes currently exist in the same biochemical formation as they did back when they existed in our distant ancestors. While you inherited genotypes for various characteristics from both of your parents, no mixing of the inherited individual genes occurred. A good explanation for this process likens individual genetic characteristics to colors of paint. Consider your mother’s gene for a particular physiological characteristic (lung capacity, heart valve structure, etc.) as blue paint. Consider your father’s gene for the same inheritable characteristic to be red paint. The genotype you inherit does not get expressed as “purple,” i.e., a mixture of the two.
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genes. For that genetic characteristic, you will express either blue or red. Your genes are exact copies of either your mother’s corresponding gene or your father’s corresponding gene for a particular characteristic. Likewise, your parents obtained exact copies of their genes from their parents. So, apart from the rare mutation, every single one of the genes in your body today successfully passed through the filters of multiple generations, perhaps tens of thousands of generations.\(^{47}\) Your individual genes developed as the “fittest” for a very different environment, one with extreme hazards that we no longer face on a regular basis. The vast majority of these genes still exist in us all, in the exact same form as they did eons ago.\(^{48}\) Accordingly, the fittest genes have survived.

Fact 3: Instinct is genetic

Hands function to grasp. Lungs function to breathe. Spleens function to fight off infection. As social service providers, the biological organ that most impacts your clients is the one that functions to manage their behavior. Like every other biological tissue, the biological tissue comprising the brain has individual genes associated with particular aspects of its design.\(^{49}\) Those aspects produce individual neural mechanisms that receive information about the environment, analyze it and motivate responsive behaviors.\(^{50}\) Looking at the brain through the LENS of natural selection, the behaviors that best facilitated the success of our genetic material became inherited instinctive tendencies. By definition, instinct is shared by every member of a species or of the same sex of a species.\(^{51}\) Accordingly, every young male on your caseload shares the same biologically evolved instincts, which inspire the same, often

\(^{47}\) Id, Dawkins (2010)
\(^{48}\) Id, Dawkins (2010)
\(^{50}\) Id, Pinker (1997)
\(^{51}\) Id, American Heritage Science Dictionary (2002)
violent, behaviours that made our genes successful in the harsh environment of our distant ancestors. Thus, *instinct is genetic.*

**Fact 4: Status seeking is an evolved instinct**

Our society has not always provided a legal system. Or police officers. Or hospitals. Or grocery stores. Think of the instincts that would arise from an ancestral environment that was violent, lawless, had scarce resources, in which humans had much shorter life spans and lived in small insular groups. The instincts necessary to survive this harsh world drove us as a species to acquire safety, acquire resources, acquire sex, nurture our children, live cooperatively within a group and to *seek power/status within that group.* The instincts to immediately respond to threats to these capacities (via fight-flight-freeze) would also naturally develop.

So, you can see how the destructive and self-destructive emotions people feel today, described earlier as “Seven Deadly Sins,” flow directly from our evolved instincts. “Lust” flows from our reproductive instinct. “Envy” and “greed” focus our attention upon resources that we lack. “Wrath” gives us the ability to violently take what we need and defend the resources we have. “Pride” flows from the instinct to acquire and defend one’s status within a group. Even “gluttony” and “sloth” make sense when looking through the LENS and recognizing the life-or-death consequences of acquiring and preserving calories in the harsh ancestral environment. These instincts emerged and developed for our survival over the course of hundreds of thousands of generations and continue motivating your clients today. As in our modern environment and in other species, high status in the ancestral environment provided greater access to resources, more mating opportunities and
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more protection from exploitation. All of which made one’s genetic material more successful in following generations. Accordingly, whether one calls it ego, hubris, pride, dignity, honor or its usual name, status is an evolved instinct.

Clinical applications of Evolutionary Emotional Intelligence
When assessing your extremist clients, keep in mind that the drive for genetic survival motivates them at their most fundamental levels. Flowing from this core-level fitness drive, evolved instincts push them to seek safety, sex, resources, cooperative belonging to a group and status within that group. Learning and culture shape the outer expression of all instincts, including status seeking. So, while your young male clients will always value status, the narrative they learn from their particular environment will direct how they seek to obtain that status. The street gang narrative bestows status upon the gangsters who commit violent crimes. The Jihadi narrative bestows status upon the adherents (and the families of the adherents) who fight and die for religious purposes. The Nazi narrative bestows status upon its members who elevate their own race’s status and denigrate the status of other ethnicities. As difficult as changing these learned expressions can be, take heart in the fact that your clients were taught their extremist narratives, which proves their ability to adopt a new worldview.

So, when sitting across from a client entrenched in a destructive or self-destructive narrative, look for ways to detach his natural status drive from his learned violent expressions of that drive. One specific strategy could involve reducing the status your client attributes to those who commit violence for their group’s objectives. Show him vivid evidence of the innocent victims of extremist groups and remind him that greater society rightly abhors murderers. A second specific method could involve educating him that violence usually fails.
to achieve an extremist group’s objectives. Thus, you can potentially persuade your status-seeking client that he will likely be seen as an ineffective failure if he employs violence. All approaches should include the tactic of channeling him toward pro-social methods of obtaining the status that he seeks. Connecting the satisfaction of multiple instinctual drives (acquiring safety, belonging, resources, etc.) to a pro-social course of conduct will allow your efforts to better compete with his extremist narrative. As a social service provider, you have undoubtedly already employed this tactic many times in your practice. Hopefully, understanding the biological drives operating within your client will allow you to gather information about his current interests and social background that reveals what type of “status” most appeals to him. Thus, you can better harness and potentially redirect the natural motivations currently driving him down a destructive and, ultimately, self-destructive path.

**Next level programs**

With this understanding, you can also identify existing programs that directly provide belonging and status. Rather than start with a list of programs that address these issues in a general way (mentoring agencies, athletics, job training, education, etc.), start with the client’s existing values. If he already specifically values success in business, education or athletics, or if he admires someone who has enjoyed success in a particular field, identify a program that will connect your client with a successful person in that field. This personal connection will tap into the social nature of the instincts and, by itself, could reorient your younger clients toward a new, pro-social direction of gaining belonging and status. If your overall client population has common values, you can even create programs that address their needs for belonging and status in ways tailored to fit their specific background.
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One of the anti-gang programs developed by the author provides inner city youth with a specific non-violent method of obtaining status. The first step involved identifying existing non-violent activities that the target population already deemed “high status.” In this case, youth at risk of joining gangs placed a high value upon artistic expression, especially music. The second step involved providing participants with opportunities to obtain status in the chosen non-violent activity. So, the Stars of Chattanooga program was created, which allowed at-risk youth to create original songs using high-quality recording equipment at two city recreation centers. Recreation center staff members mentored program participants (“Stars”) with lyric composition, track recording and stage presentation. A local radio station agreed to play songs recorded by the Stars during regular city-wide broadcasts that featured new musical artists. The Stars reported receiving slews of congratulatory phone calls from friends and family members who heard the songs played on the radio. The recreation center mentors compiled a musical CD of the Stars’ songs and sponsored a professional-quality CD release event, complete with media, photographers and the artists’ combined fans. The mentors burned 5,000 copies of the Stars of Chattanooga CD for distribution across the city and uploaded individual songs to promotional websites. The mentors regularly scheduled Stars of Chattanooga performances at other city-sponsored events. In a major show of support, the largest annual music festival in Chattanooga, which often drew audiences close to 100,000, gave the Stars of Chattanooga a full hour of stage time.

As intended, Stars participants received heavy doses of belonging and status. This powerful effect boosted credibility to the mentors’ promises to help the kids improve their lives through the other social programs. Expelling participants for drugs or gang activities

gave the Stars reasons (and explanations to their peers) for avoiding gang-related behavior. These general policies and underlying strategies could be adapted to draw adolescents away from other extremist groups as well. Identifying a non-violent activity/group to which your clients ascribe “high status” and connecting them with mentors in that area can help steer them away from radical Jihadi and neo-Nazi organizations. Do not waste your breath attempting to sell any client on activities he has never considered. The critical component lies in identifying activities an individual client already deems “high status,” which could include non-violent expressions of his existing political/religious perspective. Moderate groups often share goals with extremist groups, but employ socially acceptable methods of pursuing them. In fact, the world community reveres non-violent leaders such as Ghandi, Nelson Mandela and Martin Luther King and usually rallies behind those who struggle for social change using peaceful methods. At the very least, you can easily show your clients that murdering unarmed civilians over money, cartoons or immigration status tends to have the opposite effect.

Conclusion

Beyond assisting you with individual clients, increasing your understanding of the common biological narrative can help you identify existing programs and design new strategies that address the instinctual motivations driving young extremists. The wide acceptance of these basic foundational facts allows us as colleagues working in different agencies to create mutually beneficial programs within a unified framework. Clearly, belonging to a group and achieving status within that group drives adolescents across cultures. Recognizing those natural drives and responding with measures that channel them away from violence will increase your chances of saving lives, including those of your clients. Thus can evolutionary
emotional intelligence help guide your practice toward our common goal of reducing the violence overwhelmingly committed by the young males in our communities.